Homeless
people
Unhappy children
Need nutrition
Generosity
needed
Eager to get
fed
Raise money
to help the
needy

Homeless
families
Unhealthy diets
Needy people
Grateful for
Soup Kitchens
Eager to eat
Ready to help

Hope
Unhappy people
Needy children
Grateful families
Eager to get
fed
Relieved that
others care.

HUNGER!!!
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It is estimated that
some 800 million
people in the world
suffer from hunger
and malnutrition,
about 100 times as
many as those who
actually die from it
each year.
Hunger is amongst the
most major problems on
this planet.
We the students of year
8b have recently done a
survey regarding hunger
in this world. This survey
was done on the orientation day at the 24th of
Sept. this activity not
only resulted an informa-
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tive meeting for parents
but also for the students.
We told all the parents
and staff that the results of this survey will
be analyzed and sent via
email or circular, we
have finished analyzing
the data and coveted it
into a pie chart based
on the marks.
Coming to what our parents told us could help is
many things the most
popular ones were
“Everybody should contribute", "Share your
food don’t waste it”.
Some of them even
pointed out that even we

mu’mineen are making
an effort to end hunger
on this planet, our aqa
moulatus has started the
thali system which
makes sure that all the
mu’mineen are given atleast one meal a day.
By this survey we have
hardened the knowledge
our parents have, regarding hunger over the
world.
Mother Teresa, the
gift to humanity once
said
“If you cant feed a
hundred, then just feed
one”

Visit https://media.iearn.org/projects/hunger

PARENTS KNOWLEDGE BASED ON HUNGER ISSUES (REFER TO
QUESTIONAIRE)
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Book Review, ‘Hunger Games’ by Suzanne Collins
Its
combination of nerve-racking
tension, thrilling action, and
engaging love story kept me up
until the wee hours. I was surprised at how completely engrossing the plot was. This
story is set in a future where
the government oppresses its
people, but the book also borrows ideas from the Greek myth
of Theseus and the Minotaur.

leased in 2008. I wish I
had known it was a trilogy before I finished the
book, because then I
would have been prepared
for the ending, which was
a transition into the next
book rather than a totally
satisfying end. The third
and final installation of
the series came out in August 2010. Suzanne
Collins, the author,
worked
for Nickelodeon and
wrote The Overlander before she
wrote The Hunger
Games. The Hunger
Games won several
awards and was a New
York Times bestseller.
Once I started reading it, I
could not put it down.

The Games pit children from
ages 12 to 18 against each
other in a fight to the death in
a giant, treacherous arena. Everything is televised and highly
publicized all over the country.
Katniss must not only survive
the Games, but deal with a romance between her and another
tribute from District 12, all the
while deciding if she is willing
to kill strangers her own age as
a pawn of an oppressive government.
The Games provided a
backdrop to one of the
most enthralling plots I
The Hunger Games is the first
have ever read. Katniss
book in a trilogy, and it was reBY: BURHANUDDIN SALIM

constantly battles thirst,
fire, hunger, wild animals,
injuries, and other teenagers
for survival. She makes and
loses friends, and I became
so attached to her and her
fellow tribute from District
12 that I was dying to find
out how the book ended.
While the plot is mainly
what drives this book, the
creativity of this future
world and the concept of the
Games also impressed me. In
addition, the characters are
all very strong and exhibit
character development
throughout the book.
Overall, The Hunger
Games was an excellent, enthralling read that I highly
recommend. it was a fantastic book with a wonderfully
creative plot.

Hunger is black,
Like a deep hole in the middle of
nowhere.
It falls through my stomach,
Like a shooting star falling from the
sky.
It makes me feel empty,
Like a hollow tree with no warmth.
It makes me want to share my
food with others.

Hunger is gray,

Like a rain cloud over my head
It sits in my heart,
Like a heavy load I have to carry.
It makes me feel scared,
Like when I’m away from my family.
It makes feel sorry for those who have
no food.

Hunger is blue,
Like the depths of the ocean.
It tumbles through my mind,
Like a stone tumbling down a hill.
It makes me feel depressed,
Like a child whose parent
Can not feed him or her.
It makes me want to help somebody.

HUNGER
COLOURS
Hunger is brown,

Like a hollow log inside of me.
It flows through my body,
Like a raft on a river.
It makes me feel empty,
Like a shell that's been left behind.
It makes me want to help others.
Poems by: Taher Sadriwala and Zoeb Lilbwala

